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ABSTRACT: 
Software Developers write and execute ad-hoc tests as they implement software. While these 
tests reflect important insights of the developers (e.g., which parts of the software need testing 
and what inputs should be used more like unit tests which is reflection of developers thinking 
process), they are usually not persistent and are easily forgotten. They cannot always be re-
executed automatically, for example to debug or to test for regressions. Several methods that 
make such test cases persistent and automatically executable have been proposed. They rely 
on capturing state, data and the results at the run time. 
In our work we propose a comparative study of which is the most efficient method based on 
the experiment in order to regress the software in a repeated, accurate and consistently 
efficient manner.  
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[1] INTRODUCTION 

A classical estimate relates up to 40% of the overall development cost to testing. 

Although this is likely to also include debugging activities, testing does and will continue to be 

one of the prevalent methods in quality assurance of software systems. It denotes a set of 

activities that aim at showing that a system’s intended and actual behaviors do not conform, or 

to increase confidence that they do. 

There is also a recent interest in the industry to test the software in a consistently 

efficient way so that Time to Market is very less. 

The intended behavior is described in requirement documents that is historically tends 

to be incomplete, ambiguous, and sometimes irrelevant. Designing tests from such documents 

consequently is a questionable undertaking. Also, There is huge effort requires in order to 

maintain these tests and update time to time. The idea of Automation testing is to regress the 

software whenever there is a new build/ code change to identify the adverse effects if any. For 

this Manual effort is huge and to cut down the costs there is an investment requires to perform 

automated testing which has a big advantage of avoiding human intervention also can identify 

any requirement change in an early stage. 
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This approach is particularly appealing because it is widely undisputed that in addition 

to the benefits of—possibly even automated—testing, the mere activity of automating it does 

help with clarifying requirements which changes from time to time and can track of the historic 

behavior of the software The past years have witnessed increasing research efforts on different 

flavors of automated regression testing. However, we feel that the key question has been 

neglected: does the approach pay off in terms of quality and cost? This paper provides some 

answers in terms of quality while doing the regression testing through GUI Automation testing 

and Back end automation testing. We built a model of an application for Capital Market trading 

which has high volume of  I/ O to assess one representative approach to automated regression 

testing. 

Throughout this paper, we use the term failure to denote an observable difference 

between actual and intended behaviors; the reasons for the failure (incorrect expected state, 

inadequate test code/ scripts, misunderstood requirements while coding test scripts and 

incorrect data set up) are, without differentiation, referred to as errors. Formatter will need to 

create these components, incorporating the applicable criteria that follow. 

[2] CLASSIFICATION OF TESTING STRATEGY 

 

The two bug detection strategies analyzed in this paper are GUI Testing/ Front End 

Testing and Back End Testing. They are representative of today’s state of the art: widely used 

in industry and also reflects the research community’s current interest in automated testing 

solutions. By ―GUI Testing‖ we denote any testing activity whose purpose is to find bugss in a 

class or group of related classes, and in which a tester must write the code to create input 

objects and must also provide the oracle of the tests. 

This activity will require continuous interaction with the GUI objects via commercially 

In- House built tools, often called as GUI Regression tools. 

Although random testing is only one trend in current research, it is attractive because of 

its simplicity and because it makes test case execution comparatively cheap. Moreover, there is 

no conclusive evidence that back end testing is any worse at finding faults than other automated 

strategies like GUI Testing. 

Back end testing delivers the best results when combined with an automated oracle, due 

to the numerous and untargeted tests that it produces. For a human it would be tedious to wade 

through these tests, of which only a small proportion reveal faults. The power of GUI Testing 

can be fully exploited only if the pass/fail decision is also automated. A great part of the work 

on fully automated 

testing [36, 34] thus uses built-in test oracles in the form of contracts. These can either 

be written by developers— who indeed write contracts when possible [9]—or inferred by a tool 

[16] from runs of the system under test. 

Preconditions, post conditions and class invariants provide an automated oracle with a 

level of abstraction [39] that is usually far more fine-grained than the simple robustness 

assessment that can be obtained from checking whether or not the system crashed. Satisfying 

preconditions is a theoretical challenge [3], but not necessarily a practical one. 

In the experiment presented here, we used the Test Complete tool by SmartBear for 

investigating the performance of GUI testing. 
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Test Complete performs fully automated testing of contracted O-O software: it calls the 

routines (methods) of the classes under test with  generated inputs (objects), and, if the 

preconditions of these routines are satisfied, it checks if contracts are fulfilled while running the 

tests. Any contract violation that occurs or any other thrown exception 

signals a defect. Test Complete’s strategy for creating inputs is not random: it is 

random in some of the data generation combined with limit testing, and predefined test data 

which is generated while automating tests. This strategy is more effective at uncovering defects 

than purely random automated testing at no extra cost in terms of execution and ease of use. 

[3]  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section first describes the artifacts examined in the experiment and how the 

experiment was conducted. Then it presents the results of the experiment in terms of: (1) a 

comparison of the type of faults/ bugs found by Test Complete tool strategy and reported by 

users for trading application; and (2) a comparison of the type of bugs found by Perl based back 

end automation framework. It then summarizes the results, discusses the most important 

findings, and concludes with a presentation of the threats to the validity of generalizing our 

results. 

[3.1] EXPERIMENT 

To see how GUI Automation testing performs, we ran Test Complete framework on 

classes from the Trading application the most widely used version, containing classes 

implementing various data structures and other common facilities. 

This library contains a total of 500236 lines of code, out of which 50125 are contained 

in cash flows. Overall, we randomly tested 139 cases from the library and found a total of 16 

bugs for a new build deployed in them. 

We then examined bug reports from users of the application. From the database of bug 

reports, we selected those referring to bugs present in the code/ messages and web services. 

Table 1. Classes tested through GUI Automation 

 

Class LOC LOCC Bugs# 

MyInt 156999 22155 3 

Cashflow_Prod 45688 366447 7 

Payment 

dispatch 456992 98246 4 

Our analysis refers to the 14 bug reports fulfilling these criteria. The bug reports were 

submitted between the beginning of 2011 and the end of 2013, so they span a period of almost 

2 years. To determine how GUI Testing compares to Back end automation testing, we 

executed all of the regression tests on both the mode, GUI Automation was using Test 

Complete based framework and back end automation testing was using a perl and excel based 

framework which accesses the messages directly from the code which is underlying from the 

GUI. 
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Task was to find as many bugs as possible in these frameworks. GUI Automation was 

able to find the bugs based on the object changes and object property changes, while Back end 

automation tests were more validating the code at the basic messaging level which includes 

MQs and CPS. (similar to Google subscribing protocol) 

 
Table 2. presents a more detailed view of the execution performance. 

 

Mode 

Execution 

time- In 

Minutes 

Step 

Execution 

time- In 

Minutes 

GUI 

Automation 15 1.5 

Back End 

Automation 2 0.3 

Implementation bugs found by Test Complete and recorded in users’ bug reports, 

grouping the faults by their cause, This sheds more light on differences 

between bugs reported by users and those found by automated testing, and exposes 

strengths and weaknesses of both approaches. One difference that stands out relates to bugs 

related to extreme values (either Void references or numbers at the lower or higher end of 

their representation interval) in the specification. Around 30% of the bugs uncovered 

by Test Complete are in one of these categories, whereas users do not report any such 

bugs. Possible explanations are that such situations are not encountered in practice; that users 

do not consider them to be worth reporting; or that users rely on their intuition on the range of 

acceptable inputs for a routine, rather than the routine’s precondition, and their intuition 

corresponds to the intended specification, not to the erroneous one provided in the application. 

A further difference results from Test Complete’s ability to detect bugs from the 

categories ―faulty specification supplier‖ and ―faulty implementation supplier.‖ They mean 

that Test Complete can report that certain routines do not work properly and certain objects do 

not work properly because they depend on other faulty routines. In our records users never 

report such faults: they only indicate the routine that contains the fault, without mentioning 

other routines that also do not work correctly because of the fault their supplier. An important 

piece of information gets lost this way: after fixing the fault, there is no incentive to check 

whether the clients of the routine now work properly, meaning to check that the correction in 

the supplier allows he client to work properly too. 

Table 3. Bugs Category after a regression test execution. 

Category 

Test 

Complete 

Framework 

Back End 

Automation 

Framework 

Specification Bugs 

Missing non-voidness precondition 0 2 

Missing min/max-related precondition 2 5 

Missing other precondition 1 1 

Faulty specification supplier 1 0 
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[3.2] SUMMARY AND CONSEQUENCES 

Two main observations emerge from the preceding analysis. First,GUI testing is good 

at detecting problems in specifications. It is particularly good with problems related to limit 

values, GUI Objects change and any change in the sequenceof objects. Problems of this kind 

are not reported in the field but tend to be caught by manual testers. Second, Test Complete 

framework is not good at detecting problems with too strong preconditions, infinite loops, 

missing implementations and operator semantics. This is due to the very nature of automated 

GUI testing. 

[3.3] DISCUSSION 

Test Complete finds significantly more bugs in the application than in implementations. 

Back end testing serves a very good purpose in order to do a very quick regression execution 

where only the messages needs to be verified also the error detection rate is almost same as of 

GUI Automation framework.fewer lines of code than the implementation (14% of the code on 

average in our study). Two questions naturally arise. One, are there more bugs found in GUI 

Automation testing than in Back End Automation, 

i.e., do the results obtained with TestComplete framework reflect the actual distribution 

of faults? Two, is it interesting at all to find faults in Back End processes, knowing that 

checking is usually disabled in production code? 

We do not know the answer to the first question. We cannot deduce from our results 

that there are indeed more problems in specifications than in implementations. The only thing 

we can deduce is that GUI testing that takes special care of extreme values detects more bugs 

in specifications than in implementations. Around 45% of the bugss are uncovered in 

preconditions, showing that programmers often fail to specify correctly the range of inputs or 

conditions on the state of the input accepted by routines. 

There seem unlikely to generalize for bugs categories that relate to limit objects. As to 

whether it is useful or interesting to detect and analyze bugs in GUI Automation. 

[3.4] THREATS TO VALIDITY 

The biggest threat to the generalization of the results presented here is the small size of 

the set of manually tested classes, of the analyzed user bug reports, and of the group of human 

testers participating in the study. In particular, in this paper, not all techniques were applied to 

the same code base (manual testing was not applied to all classes of the base library), and we 

Calling a routine outside its precondition from a contract 1 3 

Min/max int related fault in spec (other than missing precondition) 2 6 

Precondition disjunction due to inheritance 0 1 

Implementation Bugs 

Faulty implementation supplier 
 

2 2 

Wrong export status 0 1 

External fault 2 2 

Missing implementation 1 0 
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did not directly compare bug reports to manual tests. We intend to more homogeneously 

expand this study to larger and more diverse code bases. 

Like the quality of the implementation code, the quality 

of the oracle, i.e., the contracts, will of course influence our results. With a larger code 

base, a respective threat to the validity of generalizing our results could be countered. 

Another source of uncertainty is the assignment of defects to a classification. Finding a 

consistent assignment among several experts is difficult [26]. In our study, one person was 

assigned to this task. While this yields consistency, running the experiment with a different 

person might produce different results. 

Finally, the programming language used in the study, VB Script and Perl, also 

influenced the results, a few of the bugs categories are closely related to the language 

mechanisms that are misused or that allow the bugs to occur. This is to be expected in a 

classification of software bugs based on the cause of the bugs. 

The bugs classification is inherently object-oriented.  

Our analysis is based on a classification of bugs that is not specific to one particular 

application domain. For specification bugs, it covers typical problems with pre- and post 

conditions and invariants that are too weak, for example by not taking extreme values into 

account, or too strong. For implementation bugs, it covers a few general problems such as 

missing cases or infinite loops, and some problems that relate to the specifics of Tool and 

language. 

[4] CONCLUSIONS 

One of the main goals of this work is to understand if different ways of detecting bugs 

detect different kinds of bugs. The question is of high practical importance: 

which testing strategy should be applied under which circumstances? 

A further motivation was the conjecture that a reason for the inconclusiveness of earlier 

comparative studies is that the number of detected bugs alone is too strong an abstraction for 

comparing testing strategies. In this paper we examined the kind of bugs that GUI Testing 

finds, and whether and how these differ from bugs found by human testers and by users of the 

software. Our experiments suggest that these two strategies for finding software bugs have 

different strengths and applicability. Back End Automation testing takes upper hand in terms of 

performance. Back end Testing and GUI Automation testing with Test Advantage has the 

advantage of being completely automatic. The experiments presented here show that the tool 

indeed finds a high number of bugs in little time. Humans, however, find bugs that any kind of 

automation misses. This is shown both by the examined user bug reports and by asking testers 

to test some code on which Test Complete was run, and by subsequently comparing the results. 

The conclusion is that GUI Automation Tests should be used alongside with Back End Tests 

and manual tests. Given earlier results on comparing different QA strategies, this is not 

surprising, but we are not aware of any systematic studies that showed this could be used along 

with each other. 
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